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Why are you modifying part or all of your course?  What is 
the impetus for change?

➔ Improving/increasing student learning, reviving an old course, poor 
student feedback, request from dean/chair/co-instructor, 
new/better textbook available, evolving subject matter, decreasing 
lecture/increasing activities

Where to Start?

How to choose what to change?
➔ Gather data: course evaluations*, peer review, self assessment
➔ What changes are necessary?  Most important?
➔ What is achievable in the time you have?



Gathering Data to 
Inform Change:

Sources and Use

The place to start 
when modifying 

your course



End-of Semester:
➕ Review of entire semester
➕ Feedback for future change

❎ Generic questions, generic 
answers
❎ Course over, no option for 
immediate change

Course Evaluations
Mid-Semester:
➕ Course-specific questions
➕ Feedback for immediate 
change
➕ Student empowerment
➕ Shows willingness to improve

❎ Developing Qs is time 
consuming
❎ Ignore feedback, loss of 
empowerment



Peer Review:
Ask a fellow instructor or 
faculty support staff to sit in 
one of your lectures.

Can evaluate: activities, 
planning, method(s) of 
instruction, etc.

Feedback from another 
instructor’s perspective 
rather than student

Informal Assessments
Self-Assessment:
‘Read’ the audience

Student meetings, after class 
discussions

Quality of assignments, 
projects, in-class activities

Subjective process



Cultural Geography:
Adapting an ‘old’ course to a 
new audience using mid- and 
end-of-semester evaluations

Environmental Projects:
Evaluating a new course for 

‘current’ and future improvement

Course Modification:
Two Examples



Background:
● ‘Inherited’ course, TA for 7 sem., Instructor for 6 sem.
● Formal data showed (mid- and end-of-semester evals):

○ ➕  Enjoy readings, TAs helpful, interesting topics
○ ❎  Outdated course material, needs in-class activities

Modifications (selection):
● American to Armenian audience necessitated changes
● Planned activities every lecture
● Student-led discussions of course readings
● Significant detail added to syllabus

Cultural Geography



Background:
● First taught Spring 2015; 24 students/3 faculty
● Informal data showed (assessments & discussion):

○ ➕  Topic of choice, guest speakers, one-on-one with mentor
○ ❎  Clearer expectations, need textbook, clearer agenda

Modifications (past and future):
● Adjusted semester schedule to student needs
● Add more discussion of “what is a project” early on
● Add detail to syllabus for agenda and assessments
● Find textbook for course
● Retain use of multiple guest speakers

Environmental Projects



● Collect data
○ Formal and/or informal

● Choose the change
○ ‘Listen’ to the data as well as your knowledge of your course
○ Ask others for assistance
○ Syllabus, in-class activities, guest speakers, new assessments, 

book, readings, presentations, and on and on

● Make modifications
○ Try to things - expand your teaching skills.
○ Don’t forget to align with university, department, and course 

learning goals and outcomes
○ Don’t forget the goal: to improve student learning!

Review
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